The Voices of the Elders

This lesson deals with the forestry management of
NorSask and the collaboration between them and the
Elders of the surrounding communities. This lesson
aims to provide a perspective for the concerns and
needs of our native peoples.
Once the readings have been completed you will be
expected to write a response or reflection. To do this
you must chose two Elders from the reading and write
one page (one page for each Elder) on what you have
learned and your opinion on what each of these Elders
has said.
Duration: 1 Hour
There is a special respect for Elders among northern people. Elders are the
historians of the people, and it is only through their living memory that
the wealth of traditional knowledge, values, and spiritual beliefs, (which the
Elders of today inherited from the Elders of their youth), are passed on to
northern people.
Many Elders lived in tents or log cabins and were raised in the bush. They
are respected as caretakers of the land and keepers of knowledge, values,
and beliefs. They speak and think in the language of their people — Creek,
Dene, and Metchif. Their values, like those of their ancestors, are related to
their struggle for survival. Today they also struggle to survive as distinct
northern peoples. When they gather on special occasions, Elders are called
upon to remember the past and provide direction for the future.
In recent years there have been two important and formal gatherings of
Elders in the NorSask forest. In March 1993, Creek, Dane, and Metes
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Elders gathered at Meadow Lake in response to a request from Mistik
Management Ltd. to provide guidance in the development of a plan to
manage the NorSask forest. A second gathering to consider the plan itself,
was held at Meadow Lake in August, 1993. It was expected that the Elders
would also discuss the kind of forest management they wanted for the
NorSask forest.
The 1993 Gathering of Elders, the first of its kind, was a three-day meeting
which set the stage for the development of a twenty-year forest
management plan requested by the government of Saskatchewan to
manage the NorSask forest. The seriousness and importance of these
historic gatherings were recognized each morning in a traditional pipe
ceremony. Simon Kytwayhat, an Elder from Makwa Sahgaiehcan explains:
“We use fire and sweetgrass, the pipe and tobacco. This is what our
forefathers used when seeking God for direction and answers before the
white man came. And when they [the people] sat down with the white man
they did this kind of ceremony so that [through] the truth, and mercy and
kindness, the white man can understand us with [when] dealing with the
Indian people. We ask God for honesty and friendship so we can be
friends."
The task confronting the Elders was unique. They were being consulted (a
new concept in forest management), and invited to contribute their wealth
of environmental knowledge, values, and spiritual beliefs. The Elders are a
living bridge to the past. For thousands of years, northern people lived in
what today is called the NorSask forest. They lived in balance and harmony
with their environment and they did not try to change it. Though there
have been many changes during the lifetimes of the Elders, their ancient
and lasting values and spiritual beliefs were expressed during their
gatherings. As we read the words of the Elders we hear their fears and
hopes, concerns, and preferences for .the NorSask forest of the future and
for the children of the future.

Sweetgrass is used in
many traditional native
ceremonies. The braid of
sweetgrass is lit, and as it
burns, the smoke purifies
people, places, and
things. Smudgepots are
used to hold the burning
embers and sweetgrass
ashes. The ashes are
always returned to the
earth.

"There is a cycle for the timber in this area. 1919 [fire] burned up everything, it left a little spot along the river
where we used to log back in 1944. Me and Batisse and some guys from Waterhen cut logs there that were close to
four feet across ... What I*m trying to say is there is a cycle of nature in the world. Today everything could be gone,
but that is not the end of the world~ everything comes back. Sure it scares the hell out of us, but that exists with
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animals. You know as Elders when muskrat trapping was closed because there was absolutely nothing. It was
closed for quite some time before it came back. Before 1941, not one of our young people knew what a beaver was.
There was absolutely nothing ... 1941 and 42, 42 was the first time I had seen a beaver. I did not know why he was
dragging that big piece of rubber behind, I didn't know it was his tail! But that was the first time I [saw] them.
That*s why I*m trying to say, we are not guaranteed with forests today. They disappear from one area to another."
Senator Fred Martell
Elder from Waterhen Lake

Salomon Billette, an Elder from Buffalo
River, pointed out that Indian people do
not make twenty-year plans. How is it
possible, he asked, to plan twenty years
of cutting trees?
Co-management of the Fur
Conservation Areas
allowed beaver to return to
the NorSask forest, and
their populations to
increase.
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The Elders were told that there would be a twenty-year forest management plan presented to the government. But
for the people at the gathering, the forest management plan was really about the future generations of northern
people.
"I*m 72 years old now and I don*t know if I can live another two years. Anyway. what I*m saying, its not for me, it
is for the younger generations."
Senator Frank McIntyre
Elder from English River

"What we talk about today and
what we hear, they*ll want this
information so it can help the
future generations. Our
grandchildren and ones that are
not born yet. To look ahead how to
make it easier for future
generations."
Joe Opikokew

The Elders want to make sure that their grandchildren and greatgrandchildren can enjoy all the benefits of the forest.

Elder from Canoe Lake

Northern Saskatchewan has a very high unemployment rate. Two Elders talked about the need for employment in the North.
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"They found minerals and they needed people to work and they only employed southern
white people. After they took all the minerals they needed, they left. It is still the same
today. We do not benefit from it. White people benefit only."
Eugene Sylvestre
Elder from Turnor Lake

"When we signed the Treaty Ten my forefathers (my grandfather) signed, and they were told
as long as the river flows and the sun rises they will be treated equal with anybody else.
Now I believe you are harvesting our last resource, the trees, the forest. Now what we'd like
to see is about 50% of the natives in northern communities being hired in these industries.
And that is what we'd like to protect."
Moise McIntyre
Elder from English River

Another Elder talked about his desire to see northern resources protected from people who exploit the north.
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"They say people come in from the outside, they come into our communities and they get
what they want and what do they leave us - just a hurt... . We don't want to see that in
our community. We want to protect our community, our forestry, lakes, wildlife, fish, we
want to protect that for our children."
Armand Bekkattla
Elder from Clearwater River

The exploitation of the north, as it affected trapping and fishing, was described by Senator Martell.
"Before 1944, there was nothing to trap in our country, there was nothing to fish, we were over-run by the southern people...there was no place
to trap, because every person that had a trap or intended to trap had to come north in the winter time...everything was destroyed, throughout
the '30's."
Senator Fred Martell
Elder From Waterhen River
Senator Martell drew attention to the differences in thinking which affect attitudes towards the value of the environment.
"We think differently, us Indians and outsiders like the white man. We live differently, our cultures differ. I think we differ in so many ways. If you try to look at the bank
account of a white person you [have] no understanding of how he does it. He puts money in a bank account for the future generations, children and everything like that.
An Indian looks at it differently. He doesn*t put up a bank account. He wants to make sure that he protects nature, forests, waters, animals and everything like that for the
generations to come. That*s something we have to understand."
The concept of natural resource capital, nature‘s investment which produces interest in the form of trees, plants, and animals for the generations to come, is close to the Elders*
understanding of sustainable development. And, it is quite different from past attitudes towards the north as some Elders remember them.
The economic history of the NorSask forest is a history of a land rich in desirable resources — first fur, then agricultural land for European settlement, and more recently, fish, oil, and
gas. The Elders are concerned about the exploitation of their last resource — trees.
The Elders want the kind of forest management that will give northern people control over their own lives. To achieve this goal, the people require some control over the resources upon
which their communities depend.
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When asked to identify resources of great importance to them, the Elders selected many animals and plants. Moose, caribou, white-tailed deer, fisher, blueberries, and wild rice ranked
highest in importance. Taking care of both timber benefits and non-timber benefits in a cooperative way for the future is the kind of integrated forest management (managing all of the
forest resources together at the same time) the Elders want for the NorSask forest. They also want jobs and a future for their children.

"Divine (former Premier) was only in power nine years. He put away $7,000,000 every year for
forest fires, just for around here. He had to double that every year just because they don't allow
us to fight the fire like we used to. But the way I look at it, this is all we have now, the forest. I
think the people from the north should have the right to use the forest. We can't live on welfare
all the time. We can't depend on that. Government [doesn't] have [any] money today."
Nap Johnson
Elder from English River

Flora Gladue and Rose Campbell : Then and Now
Flora Gladue, a Cree Elder from Flying Dust, is 86 years old, and Rose Campbell, a Dene Elder from English River, is 74 years old. Through their words we reach back in time in order
to understand and value their perspectives of balance and harmony. Their words also lead all of us into the future in the way of their people, which is respect. Flora and Rose, in wisdom
and truth, teach all of us that the natural environment and strong families and communities are the greatest resources for children and for their future.

When She Was Young
"A long time ago Meadow Lake was a swamp with no buildings. We used to move around in our tents. We ate wild meats and dried
berries. When we needed meat we moved on. When the fireweed grew tall, it was a good time to go hunting because moose and deer
were fat at that time. We had to learn how to make fire for ourselves, to wash and hang our clothes to dry, to do things right. We had to
learn how to preserve our food — there were no fridges. We used to hang our meat to dry. We also had to learn to get along with each
other when we played because when we got older we would be neighbours living in the same community."
Caring for our children:
"It is important for young people to have an identity as an Indian person. They must know our culture, our heritage. Most of the children
should be taught the Indian ways. Children should have round dance drums and be taught how to pray. Songs are prayers to the Great
Spirit and to all plants. It is difficult to teach our culture to our young people. Daily communication is so important. Before going to bed,
chat with them about their day, that way they can think and talk about it. For those of you who have children or are planning to have
them: try to understand your children, listen to each other, put yourself in their shoes. Be a role model for them — you will receive
respect in return from your children..."
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I Helped My Mother A Lot
"I grew up in the bush on the traplines. We lived in tents. We used to wear caribou fur coats and wrap-arounds lined with fur to keep our
feet warm.... When I was 13 years old I helped my Mother with whatever she was doing. I used to prepare moose hide by taking the hair
off; later I helped with the tanning. When I was 15,1 did everything on my own. I used to haul wood, chop it, and make a fire to cook
bannock on. I went fishing and smoked the fish I caught. The boys trapped with my dad. Sometimes they were gone for weeks,
sometimes months. It was during these times that I helped my Mother a lot.... The old house we used to live in still stands today. It was
built in 1957. The logs came from across the lake. Dogs pulled the logs from the lake to where the house was built. The logs were cut
into planks by axe. The windows, the door, and the nails were given to us by Indian Affairs."
Respect and Leadership
"I remember my parents used to talk to us. Most of their teachings were through stories. They taught us how to respect each other and to
respect Elders and visitors.... When a Chief went out of the community to a meeting, he would come back and have a general meeting
with the people of the community so that he could keep community members informed. It is so different now, people don*t know what
kind of decisions or planning is being done for them."

Mistik Management Ltd. has granted permission of the use of content and graphics from The NorSask Forest Story.
Resources
1. Mistik Management Ltd. The NorSask Forest Story. Mistik Management Ltd. Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan. 1996.
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